Meeting the Needs of
Price-Conscious Shoppers
As health and wellness continues to be at the
forefront

of

many

people’s

minds,

access

to

affordable and nutritious food is often seen as a
barrier. Retail RDs are well positioned to help their
shoppers navigate the grocery aisles to find versatile
and affordable options.

®
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Samplefest® 2022: You Spoke, We Listened
In the RDBA 2021 Member Survey, retail dietitians indicated a top programmatic
demand is meeting the needs of budget-conscious consumers. Lack of staff,
ingredient shortages, COVID outbreaks leading to plant shutdowns, and the
unpredictability of trucking and container shipments are contributing to food
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price increases, which is impacting all your grocery shoppers. Given the high
interest in this topic from you, our valued members, we quickly pivoted the
Samplefest® focus to provide insights on the current food cost situation and
activations on how you can help your shoppers build healthful eating habits
within their budgets. Our RDBA Virtual Experience sponsors have added their
own ideas, resources, and products related to this theme, creating a truly valueadded Samplefest® experience for you.
Samplefest® along with the RDBA Virtual Experience scheduled for April 5-7,
2022 are targeted to help you successfully sell healthy living as a key pillar of
your retailer within the current environment. We hope you find both valuable!
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31% of U.S. households have had trouble obtaining food during the
pandemic.

Pandemic-led Food
Price Inflation Affects
All Tiers of Households,
Reshapes Behaviors
Spend Less, Waste Less
Decisions Are a Trend

This included 28% of households earning less than $25,000, and
38% of those earning more than $75,000 annually.
Regardless of financial constraints, 50% of respondents to Michigan
State University’s Fall 2021 Food Literacy and Engagement Poll said
the COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way they purchase and
store food. Among that group, 51% now look for food with a long
shelf life, 50% store more food at home, and 48% take fewer trips
to the grocery store.
1 in 4 survey respondents (27%) said they pay more attention now
to food waste. Since food waste globally accounts for 6% of global
greenhouse gas emissions, and the U.S. wastes between 30% and
40% of its food supply while 6.1 million U.S. children currently live in
food-insecure households, reducing food waste has the potential to
address multiple challenges at the same time.
MSU predicts that Americans’ food access and choices will
continue to shift along with the state of the pandemic.
Sources: Sheril Kirshenbaum, Associate Research Scientist, and Douglas Buhler,
Director of AgBio Research and Assistant Vice President of Research and
Innovation, Michigan State University, co-authors of “The pandemic has made it
even harder for one in three Americans to obtain healthy, affordable food,”
posted on The Conversation, October 26, 2021. MSU polled 2,002
representative Americans between August 27 and September 1, 2021.

NielsenIQ Data Track Where People Spend More, and How Much More, on
Retail Food in the Pandemic
U.S. household food budgets will be pressed further in 2022 as major food brands, squeezed by higher costs, implement
new price hikes.
Money for food-at-home is flying out of shoppers’ wallets; it’s a big part of inflation hurting the nation. As shoppers
strain to stay within budgets, they covet RD efforts to help them maximize nutritional value.
These tables help RDs understand how stressed people feel on their store visits because:
• They’re spending more than a year earlier (6.2% more overall) in column 1.
• Their absolute food dollar outlays are high (more than $5,000 for most) in column 2.
• Robust product price hikes (5.1% overall) sap their buying power and comprise the clear majority of higher spending
to feed families at home, in column 3.
Next, ethnic group figures show disparities in inflation’s impact on them. For instance, African-Americans spend 8.4%
more on retail food than Whites (6.4%), Hispanics (4.9%) and Asians (1.8%). It’s important for RDs to understand the
relative pressures on each group – to become more sensitive and better help them strategize when shopping. Every
group feels inflation pain, but some more than others.
These data points only go as far as last July. Yet the diverse reasons for price pressures have only mounted since then
moving into 2022 – clogged supply chains, higher energy costs, trucker shortages, strikes and worker wage hikes at
food manufacturers, and more reopened eateries that compete with retailers for available food products and labor.
Anxiety rises as inflation rides high.

ACTIVATION IDEA

ACROSS THE TOTAL STORE
(Shown in descending order of % spending increase)
% Spending Increase
Average U.S. Consumer

6.2%

Total $ Spend

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

$5,213.00

5.1%

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

Source: NielsenIQ Homescan Panel, Total U.S. All Outlets, 52 weeks ended July 3, 2021,
the latest figures available when RDBA developed this slide presentation.

The tables below show some food-spending patterns that emerged in the
pandemic. Here are examples of what these numbers reflect:
• Consumers are spending double-digits more on fruits and veggies, even
though their prices rose by 6% at most.

Focus promotions on nutrient-dense ad
items, encouraging shoppers to stockup on shelf stable options. Highlight
several recipes that feature these items,
encouraging use and preventing them
from staying in the back of shoppers’
pantries. Post Instagram Reels of the

• Even though the average price hikes in meat approximated those of
fruits and veggies, the spending increase isn’t as dramatic as in fruits
and veggies; this is likely because people are trading down to lesscostly cuts of meat and buying alternative proteins instead.

featured items, with links to the recipes
and items in e-commerce. As one of the
richest sources of omega-3 fatty acids,
canned

and

pouched

Wild

Alaska

Salmon is a nutrient-packed protein

• Most consumers flocked to frozen foods at rates far exceeding their
price hikes because they can stock up when items are on sale and
conveniently store them for later use.

option that is not only delicious but
also affordable, sustainable, and shelfstable, making it a perfect option for
inclusion in this RD promotion.

ACTIVATION IDEA

Breakouts When Chief Household Food Shoppers Buy Healthier...

...And When They Buy More Indulgently

PRODUCE

SALTY SNACKS

Remind shoppers that the nutritional

% Spending Increase

value of beverages matters when

Total $ Spend

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

% Spending Increase

Total $ Spend

ACTIVATION IDEA

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

considering where to spend their food

Average U.S. Consumer

6.2%

$5,213.00

5.1%

Average U.S. Consumer

6.2%

$5,213.00

5.1%

dollars. Keurig Dr Pepper® defines a

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

positive hydration product as one that

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

provides

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

a

serving

of

fruit

or

vegetables OR is below 40 calories
per serving with a functional attribute
or delivers at least 10% Daily Value of

MEAT

a nutrient to encourage. All three

% Spending Increase

Keurig Dr Pepper® products (Green

SWEET SNACKS

Total $ Spend

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

$5,213.00

5.1%

Average U.S. Consumer

% Spending Increase

Total $ Spend

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

$5,213.00

5.1%

Mountain Coffee Roasters® Nantucket

Average U.S. Consumer

Blend® bagged coffee and K-cup® pod,

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

Another option is promotion of the

and CORE Hydration) included in

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

Plus up your dinner with Hamburger

Samplefest®

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

Helper™! campaign with General Mills.

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

Show shoppers how they can stretch

meet

this

definition.

Consider building a Positive Hydration
endcap

to

assist

shoppers

6.2%

6.2%

with

their food dollars by adding nutrient-

making smart beverage choices.

FROZENS
% Spending Increase

Total $ Spend

% gain in average purchase
price per unit

Source for all spending data on these pages: NielsenIQ Homescan Panel, Total U.S. All
Outlets, 52 weeks ended July 3, 2021, the latest figures available when RDBA developed
this slide presentation.

dense veggies to a box of Hamburger
Helper or take it to whole new level by
swapping beans for half the meat and

Average U.S. Consumer

6.2%

$5,213.00

5.1%

adding some frozen peas.

African-Americans

8.4%

$5,122.00

7.2%

Hamburger Helper version will have

Whites

6.4%

$5,357.60

4.8%

less saturated fat, more fiber, and cost

Hispanics

4.9%

$5,129.20

5.6%

even less than traditionally prepared

Asians

1.8%

$3,639.10

3.5%

Hamburger Helper.

This

No Pricing Relief in Sight in 2022

NielsenIQ’s Total Wellness Industry Leader Sherry Frey tells
why giving wide access to healthy foods is smart
supermarket business:

Extreme weather, higher energy costs, labor shortfalls and disrupted
supply chains continue to drive inflation in ammonia, fertilizer, and
key food ingredients such as coffee, wheat, and sugar. As a result,
their futures prices have risen by high double digits and major food

Retailers and manufacturers have an increasingly critical role to
play in combating food insecurity, and consumers are shopping
with an “if it’s good for we, it’s good for me” mindset as they
look to support social causes through their purchases.

manufacturers such as Unilever, Kraft Heinz, and Mondelez enacted
price hikes in early 2022.
This follows a heated twelve months in which USDA reported the
food-at-home Consumer Price Index was 5.4% higher in October
2021 vs. the prior year. “The beef and veal category had the largest
relative price increase at 7.6% and the fresh vegetables category the

To wit, a recent NielsenIQ U.S. Omnibus survey shows that over onethird (38.8%) of respondents stated they would be more likely to
purchase products from a brand that is openly combatting ‘Hunger
and Food Insecurity.’ And a whopping 72% of global consumers want
retailer regulation for fresh and healthy food availability and
affordability for citizens in all locations.

smallest at 0.8%. No food categories have decreased in price in 2021
compared with 2020,” USDA said.
Sources: “Cheerios, Wheaties and Lucky Charms will cost more in 2022,” Fast
Company, December 2, 2021; “Food prices are already at a 10-year high.
There’s no relief coming in 2022, a grim new report says,” Fortune, November
30, 2021; USDA Economic Research Service, Food Price Outlook 2021.

Food Insecurity Rattles Millions of
Households During Pandemic
The insights retail dietitians share to help shoppers acquire their
best nutrition value for the dollar is pivotal to reducing dire
circumstances faced by the most stressed U.S. households. Helping
shoppers that have less money signals to all shoppers that the store
has their backs too – a comforting message when pitted against the
pandemic and price inflation.

Source: “The pandemic has made it even harder for one in three
Americans to obtain healthy, affordable food,” posted on The
Conversation, October 26, 2021.

In order to tap into consumers’ heightened sentiment for
healthy foods and, in turn, capture growth, retailers and
manufacturers must publicly recognize that access to healthy
foods should not be determined by income level or
geographic area as well as balance their healthy offerings
across regions to provide the same quality of food to all.

SNAP and WIC Recipients, and Black, Indigenous, People of
Color (BIPOC) Communities Are Especially Vulnerable

Why the WIC-eligible could use extra
attention from RDs

A quick profile of SNAP spending and pressures these households face

WIC aims to protect the health of low-income

The number of SNAP households jumped 7% to 22 million (with 42 million
participants) in 2021, comprising 16% of total U.S. households. Through much
of 2021, monthly benefits soared 38% to a peak of $213.88 per person as part
of the American Rescue Plan, which ended last September. Once pandemic
benefit increases ended, projected benefits for 2022 were expected to drop
to the $133 to $169 range, forcing adjustments in how SNAP shoppers spend.

women, infants, and children younger than five

Combine SNAP shopper trends of buying private label and from the perimeter by

who are facing nutritional risk.

WIC served

pairing BFY owned brand products with produce. Apples, for example, are a low-

about 6.2 million participants per month in FY

cost, high-nutrition product. Use the recipes from Michigan Apple included in this

2020, including almost half of all infants born in

Samplefest, which provide ideas and inspiration for incorporating more apples into

the U.S., at a total cost of $4.9 billion, reported

daily meals for busy families, substituting owned brand items wherever possible.

In 2021, SNAP shoppers represented 12% of all-outlet food sales and grew at
a 19% clip, compared with a 2% growth rate among non-SNAP shoppers.
SNAP food and beverage dollars have leaped 33% in the two-year period
ended September 2021. SNAP shoppers are buying more random-weight
food products from the store perimeter and account for 40% or more of
private label sales in many categories.
How RDs and their stores can help SNAP shoppers cope with inflation
• Teach how to shop pack sizes to reduce cost per volume
• Bundle occasion solutions that give economies of scale
• Provide and educate on the benefits of imperfect fruits and vegetables
at reduced prices
• Promote store tour videos focused on budget-meal shopping
• Link to SNAP-ED resources

ACTIVATION IDEAS

USDA.
Three trends are concerning: the number of
WIC enrollees receiving benefits was up merely
2% between February 2020 and February 2021,

If not currently offered by your company, consider selling in on-shelf and/or e-commerce

a year into the pandemic; by comparison, SNAP

nutrition guidance to your leadership. Guiding Stars is a completely independent assessment of

enrollment in the same period was up 14%. WIC

the nutritional quality of foods and beverages, and is not influenced by price, brand, or

participation by pregnant and postpartum

manufacturer. It’s a fast and easy way for your shoppers make nutritious choices on any budget.

women declined nearly 5% nationwide. And
there’s a vast disparity in participation across
states, noted the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities. Every state that couldn’t remotely

More and more consumers are including sustainability metrics in their definition of foods for

load benefits onto electronic cards experienced

health and wellbeing and factoring it into food purchase decisions. Promote products that meet

declines

possibly

both your shoppers’ healthy lifestyle and sustainable living standards on in-store endcaps or

SNAP shoppers seek healthy foods, spot hurdles

because eligible people were reluctant to travel

other displays you manage. All Chomps meat sticks, for example, are made with sustainably

• 64% of SNAP shoppers state that health and wellness is a priority
• 61% of SNAP shoppers say the cost of healthy food is a barrier
• 36% want to make healthy choices, but lack time to agonize over
nutrition labels

to a WIC clinic during the pandemic.

sourced proteins, such as grass-fed and finished beef and venison and free-range turkey with no

Source: “Eligible Low-Income Children Missing Out on
Crucial WIC Benefits During Pandemic,” Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, October 5, 2021.

hormones, no antibiotics and no added sugar, creating a delicious and satisfying healthy snack.

Source: “Winning Strategies for Reaching SNAP Shoppers,” IRI Worldwide, November 18, 2021.

despite

food

hardship,

Additionally, each Chomps comes packed with protein and are Whole30 Approved, Certified
Gluten-Free, Certified Paleo, Keto Certified, and Allergy-Friendly.

ACTIVATION IDEA
As part of the Food as Medicine
movement, create social posts and
infographics showcasing how healthy
food purchases can prevent expensive
trips

to

the

doctor

and

lower

shoppers’ risk of long-term health

Mine Your Chain’s Own Data to Understand the
Food Lives and Needs of SNAP, WIC and BIPOC
Communities You Serve
Build off your general nutrition advice to refine tips for their particular
food-on-budget needs, help bust myths about healthy food having to cost
more, respect their food traditions, and point their way to more nutritional
value for the money.

conditions. Offer a cooking class or ecommerce product bundle on foods
that fit in the Mediterranean Diet, such
as the StarKist E.V.O.O.® Wild Yellowfin
Tuna with Tomato Basil included in

By relying on data that reveal precisely what percent of a chain’s audience
uses these benefits, what they spend in your stores, what they buy and
more, retail dietitians can tailor communications with sensitivity that more
powerfully engage shoppers often needing the most help.

Commenting on why many consumers still
associate price with health, two of the three coauthors of the Healthy Diets Make Empty Wallets:
The Healthy = Expensive Intuition study published
in the April 2017 Consumer of Journal Research
said this:
“People generally believe that ‘healthy’ equals
‘expensive.’ But that’s not often the case. One part
of the problem is that we may confuse ‘healthy’
with other labels that do increase costs like
‘organic’ or ‘gluten-free,’” wrote Kelly Haws,
associate professor of marketing at Vanderbilt
University.

this Samplefest. It’s perfect as a standalone snack or used as an ingredient
in

Mediterranean-inspired

pasta,

ACTIVATION IDEAS
Heart health continues as a top health
concern for today’s consumers, and HeartCheck certified products include a wide range
of foods for shoppers looking for hearthealthy

and

budget-friendly

options.

Consider budget-conscious promotions, end
caps, and RD-curated bundles based on
products that carry the Heart-Check mark,
which has been guiding shoppers for more
than 20 years by helping them make healthy
shopping easier and letting them know they
made the right choice.

Lesson #1 to teach is that eating healthy doesn’t have to mean extra
expense. Bust the myth that healthy food isn’t affordable.

crostini, or salad recipes.

Consumers tend to associate higher food prices with healthier food
products – even if it isn’t true – so “the industry must have transparent and
correct information on products as more shoppers use their mobile devices
to decide just what products to buy,” urged SupermarketGuru Phil Lempert.
Further, retail RDs have a prime opportunity to educate and persuade store
guests at all income levels that healthier food choices are within their reach
and inspire them to succeed on their better-health journey.

“We tend to rely on price as an indicator of
healthfulness when we have little or no
information about a product’s nutritional value –
because of the widespread notion that healthy
foods are always costlier,” added Rebecca Reczek,
PhD, associate professor of marketing at Ohio
State University.
Sources: “Eating Healthy is More Expensive. Is it Really,” The
Lempert Report, March 24, 2017; “Raising Fit Kids: Healthy
Nutrition, Exercise and Weight,” WebMD; “Why Healthy
Food Doesn’t Have to Cost More,” Consumer Reports, March
23, 2017.

Gut health is a broad area of concern to
today’s shoppers, including those using SNAP
benefits. A smart use of those dollars is
purchase

of

products

that

meet

their

individual health needs, such as a2 Milk® which
is easier on digestion and may help some
avoid discomfort. In programs that promote
healthy living on any budget suggest creamy
a2 Milk® or new Half and Half. a2 Milk is 100%
real cows’ milk and comes from cows that
naturally produce only the A2 protein.

Harvard: Eating Healthier a Small Cost vs. Diet-Related Chronic Disease

Critical to Understand New Consumer Needs and Priorities

A meta-analysis of 27 existing studies conducted in 10 high-income countries by the Harvard T.S. Chan School of Public Health found
that the healthiest diets cost about $1.50 more per day per person than the least healthy diets. That’s about $550 per year per
person. “The difference was smaller than many might have expected. This would represent a real burden for some families, and we
need policies to help offset these costs. On the other hand, this difference is very small in comparison to the economic costs of dietrelated chronic diseases, which would be dramatically reduced by healthy diets,” said Dariush Mozaffarian, the study’s senior author
and a professor at HSPH and Harvard Medical School.
Source: “Do Healthier Foods and Diet Patterns Cost More Than Less Healthy Options? A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis,” published in the December 5,
2013 issue of British Medical Journal Open.

To understand the latest research and scientific thinking on topics related to nutrition and health, rely on organizations like the
Institute for the Advancement of Food and Nutrition Sciences (IAFNS, “eye-fins”), a new sponsor of the 2022 RDBA Virtual
Experience. IAFNS research programs and webinars offer the latest science and opportunities for retail RDNs to advance their
nutrition science translation knowledge, and better respond to consumer questions.
The more RDs fill the knowledge gap, the more households can tamp down their anxieties about being able to afford eating to feel
their best every day and to ensure a healthy future.
Source: “Inflationary Horizons” report, NielsenIQ, 2021.

Tufts: Healthy, Affordable Foods Are Out There - Just Figure It Out
Nearly half of adults in the U.S. and more than half of children, have overall poor-quality eating habits, noted Tufts, Harvard and
others in a September 2020 white paper in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition.

“That’s despite very low food prices

compared to incomes, even among the poorest Americans. Healthy, affordable food is out there,” but people in America have to
make an effort to figure it out, said Tufts Friedman School economist Will Masters.
Source: “The Cost of a Healthy Diet,” Tufts University, February 18, 2021.

ACTIVATION IDEA
When eating well on a budget, encourage shoppers to:
•

Consider healthy convenience foods that match special dietary needs as for most
individuals, it’s unrealistic to make every meal from scratch.

•

Consider cost per ounce, cost per serving, and servings per container. Catalina Crunch
cereals, a low-carb, high protein and fiber option, cost just $1.49/serving.

•

Consider the product’s full nutrition profile. Cereals with fiber, protein, and healthy fats,
for example, will keep them full and satisfied over sugary cereals or empty calories.

Affordability and nutrition are foremost on customers’ minds when they food-shop today, says NielsenIQ, creating a sweet spot for
educational selling by retail RDs.

Meal planning is an
effective tool for
staying on budget
for several reasons:

Convey Actionable Tips and Nutrition-Affordable
Strategies People Can Digest for Family Wellness

waste. It can be used as substitution for products like sour cream and mayonnaise aswell as enjoyed in both sweet and savory

easy food prep – with convenience, familiar flavors, and kid-friendly options in

According to US Bureau of

mind.
2.

North America products, like Dannon® Yogurt, Activia® Probiotic Yogurt, and Silk® Soymilk are WIC*-approved** depending on
your state.
7.

Dispel costly food myths. Help shoppers understand that healthy food choices
exist at lower price levels too.

Build cooking skills. Create videos focused on basic cooking skills and for
affordable meal ideas. A few: roast a chicken for two meals; cook dried beans for

8.

Provide simple meal ideas. Start with a pantry staples list and offer options for

simple plant-forward meals; bake with distressed fruit; roast veggies as healthy

using them, such as: five ways to top a baked potato; dinner time egg recipes;

sides. In social, post the “Oh Hey, Flavor” resource from Ajinomoto, showcasing

ideas with canned beans; frozen family meals with quick, healthy sides. Use the

Meal planning helps shoppers

how MSG can improve the flavor of simple, cost-effective and nutritious meals by

recipes in this Samplefest® provided by the Michigan Bean Commission for

create a grocery list for the

adding umami as well as support heart health by allowing shoppers to use less

cook-alongs and virtual classes focused on nutrition for the dollar and/or ways

weekly menu and stick to it

salt when cooking.

to use pantry staples as beans are a versatile, nutritious, low-cost addition to

costs of eating out increased 9%.

when shopping your stores,

3.

Samplefest is a great resource for helping shoppers start a new meal planning

and helping to reduce food

habit.

which are great for the wallet.

4.

healthier, budget-friendly meals,

Avoid waste. Discuss how to plan and shop for meals using canned and frozen
foods; how to freeze and store leftovers; suggest simple soups, casseroles and

Shoppers can choose easy,
5.

tasty meals. Promote the fact that beans do “double-duty” in meals, providing

Promote Meal Planning. The meal planning tool provided by Nestle in this

preventing impulse purchases
waste in the home, both of

3.

dishes, such as smoothies, bowls and desserts or dips, dough for bread and crackers and creamy entrees Plus, some Danone

Consider needs. Some households may have limited cooking equipment and

out when they have a meal plan.

home increased 2% while the

2.

meals and reducing waste. For example, yogurt is a very versatile food which can be
bought in bulk to help shoppers stretch their grocery dollars and promote less food

culinary skills. Share relevant info on the use of basic tools to encourage healthy,

year, the cost of meals made at

included in this Samplefest, to enhance your educational efforts on preparing budget

or calmer, more confident times.

Consumers are less likely to eat

Labor Statistics data, in the last

Partner with manufacturers. Explore resources from vendor partners, especially those

These classic tips never go out of style – in a pandemic, in a recovery, or in inflationary

1.
1.

6.

both a protein and vegetable serving during your classes.
9.

Reach consumers where they are. One-on-ones are great, but RDs can impact the lives of more people reaching groups –
perhaps through local employers, church groups or youth athletic leagues. Or maybe partner with a local TV station to create a
weekly $10 family meal segment that highlights healthier, budget-friendly meals.

lunches as uses for leftovers.

Source: “Communicating With Budget-Conscious Shoppers,” RDBA, December 16, 2020.

Encourage use of lower-cost, better-for-you store brands. Point out many great

*WIC is a registered service mark of the U.S. Department of Agriculture for USDA's Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women,
Infants and Children.

provided by you their fav retail

meal-starter staples; suggest easy meal assembly such as a family-sized frozen

RD, to put on the menu.

lasagna with frozen store-brand green beans.

**These products meet the minimum Federal requirements for the Women, Infants and Children Supplemental Nutrition Program (7 CFR
section 246.10). Please check for eligibility of these products with your state/agency WIC program.

A Greater Need for Sensitivity Today When
Communicating with Shoppers

Hot prepared foods: the right mix for tired shoppers in inflationary times
Besides education, recipes and tips to reinvigorate home cooks in need of some task relief, RDBA sees a fertile area for retail

A pandemic aura still surrounds many shoppers. Seemingly calm faces may conceal

dietitians to mine with shoppers: hot prepared foods (and grocerants once they can safely reopen to fuller capacities).

feelings of shame or defensiveness about obesity if they gained weight in recent
months. Or they need to squeeze more nutrition from pinched household food budgets,

Hot prepared foods marry convenience with satisfying tastes, potentially healthful ingredients, and appropriate portion sizes at

want to focus on immune health through food, avoid using food as an emotional crutch

affordable prices below those of restaurants. Led by RDs’ collaborative efforts with store chefs, rotating displays, clear ingredient

if they feel isolated or stressed by COVID, job loss or inflation, or more.

lists that support shoppers’ eat-healthier goals, and RD-Approved stickers, hot prepared foods are a destination magnet solving the

Much could be on their minds when they buy food – which could affect their receptivity
to well-meaning messages or outreach from retail dietitians. It’s especially important

‘what’s for dinner’ question.

RDs that infuse their messages with a tone and content keyed to shoppers’ heightened

If grocers felt the impact of decreased restaurant use in their prepared foods business in 2021,
that’s not likely to go away in the near future. [Our research] showed 2.1 out of 10 meals were
prepared foods [4.3 meals out of 10 were made at home with at least one component from
scratch]….63% said foodservice-at-retail is convenient….The big advantage grocers will have in
2022 relates to affordability. 59% of consumers say prepared foods are more affordable than
restaurant food, their top reason [for buying them].

food concerns today will be seen as relevant, useful and connected to their needs.

-- Laura Nicklin, VP of Research, Insights and Innovation, EnsembleIQ, parent of Progressive Grocer

now to convey tips with words, tone, and body language that are positive, respectful,
non-judgmental and sensitive. Leading with emotion instead of science, and seeking to
understand shoppers’ top concerns first, will set the right tone in these turbulent times
and make shoppers more receptive to the beneficial guidance retail dietitians have to
offer.

Topics of nutrition affordability and meal planning, to name a few, are especially viable
today.

If RDs are able to provide information that helps SNAP- and WIC-eligible

SNAP recipients aren’t allowed to use benefits to buy hot prepared foods. But this could be an opportunity for RDs to advise them

customers sign up for the support they need, that would differentiate them and build

on how to emulate some favorite dishes at home – at even greater savings using meal components they buy in the store. Hot

business.

prepared food displays can serve as a motivating showcase for turning aspirational meals into reality in their homes.

RDs and their stores can better cement relations in their trading areas by showing
empathy and concern for the shoppers they serve. A consistent approach in all venues
– one-on-one consults, Zoom or in-person classes and cooking demos, website, social
media and written and video blog content, advertising and more – will help characterize
RDs as local, caring, accessible experts when many shoppers are feeling vulnerable.

RDs aiming to leverage hot prepared foods and grocerants for most U.S. shoppers could add nutritional benefits by following
standards of the National Restaurant Association’s Kids LiveWell program; nearly 13,000 restaurants nationwide have Kids LiveWellapproved menu items. Alternatively, retail RDs can align these products within their retailer’s nutrition and lifestyle attribute
programs.

How Two Sellers Maximize Impact of Healthy Foods
at Value Prices for the Neighborhoods They Serve
Cornell University Cooperative Extension
La Placita Supermarket in Glen Cove, Long Island, NY, in 2021 became
the eighth store to join the Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk
nonprofit organization.
Conceived as an effective oasis of healthy foods in an underserved
food desert serving the local Latino community, the nine-year-old
store promotes better eating habits through education, recipes,
information about produce, and product placement. It stacks bottled
water upfront with new signage to encourage avoidance of sugarsweetened beverages. Bilingual signs in the produce department
explain distinctions between different fruits and vegetables. Shoppers
who attend a Cornell online nutrition workshop earn a $10 coupon to
buy food in the store.
“We provide education of not only why to eat it, but also how to
prepare it, and prepare it in a way that you are culturally comfortable
to eat it,” Marta Blanco, lead bilingual nutritionist at the organization,
told Newsday.
Source: “Glen Cove Market an Oasis in Food Desert,” Newsday, December 4, 2021.

This upstart retailer is expanding presence on both coasts in
California and New York.
Recognizing that lower-income neighborhoods often resist outsiders’
advice about what to eat, the chain’s simple principle is this: fresh
meals made from scratch that are healthy, affordable, and desirable
at prices that match zip code demographics. Higher income
communities pay more, and poorer communities pay less for the
same items.
Central kitchens and refrigerated delivery trucks drive a highly
efficient supply chain that lowers operating costs by enabling stores
to just merchandise and ring up sales in a 500-700 square foot
footprint. No meal assembly in the store, less rent and less labor give
Everytable the financial freedom to bring healthy food to
underserved areas at more affordable prices.
Source: “The Amazon of Quinoa Bowls,” The New York Times, October 23, 2021.

Inflationary Pressures Escalate for a Hyper 2022
In response, budget-pinched customers sharpen their pencils before writing their shopping lists these days. Retailers and RDs can
reasonably expect that food prices will sway their purchase choices, limit their openness to buy, and push them towards lower-cost,
higher-value nutritional selections.
The price surges are obvious at store shelves and perimeters: NielsenIQ data reflected a 5.1% annual pace of food-price increases
as recently as last July. The pace of the food-at-home Consumer Price Index then rose to 5.4% annually by October, said USDA. Then
November food-price figures blew those away at 6.1%, said the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
To make matters worse, consumer wallets are being hit on many sides at the same time – by healthcare, gasoline, housing costs and
more. The U.S. inflation rate overall reached 6.8% in November – its fastest rate of annual climb in 39 years. “Over the [prior] 12

A few starter ideas can dramatically improve shoppers’ lives and have more customers confident in RD
advice during turbulent times. Consider some of these:
• Remind shoppers that celebrations still matter by helping them know how to host a big party on a
small budget. With Red Bull Energy Drinks and the enclosed recipes, you can showcase to shoppers
how to make delicious, festive mocktails with simple ingredients. Red Bull Energy Drink contains
about as much caffeine as a home-brewed cup of coffee – 80 mg caffeine per 8.4 fluid ounces.
• Innovate like Cornell Cooperative Extension with better-for-you product placement, bilingual signs,
and incentives for attending a dietitian class, or like Everytable with localized pricing of nutritious
foods to widen access.
• Make ‘food affordability’ a frequent central theme of content and presentations.

months, the costs paid by a typical American family have surged by roughly $4,000, according to calculations by Jason Furman, a
Harvard economist.”
Source: “Prices soar in Nov.,” The Associated Press, appeared in Newsday, December 11, 2021.

• Stay sensitive to the food cultures of ethnic groups in your trading areas, and offer ideas that sync
with their wallets, traditions, and preferred tastes.
• In social media messaging, classes and individual conversations with shoppers, address how

Moreover, many food manufacturers facing higher costs have already announced 2022 price hikes, which retailers are passing along.
And Target CEO Brian Cornell forecasted that supply-chain issues – one of the primary causes of current inflation – might not ease
for years.
Source: The Associated Press, appeared in Newsday, Dec. 16, 2021
With no imminent price relief in sight, retail dietitians advising shoppers in 2022 should be sensitive that many of these customers
may be serving their families beans instead of steak or making tough meals vs. medications affordability decisions. It’s that serious
for millions of Americans.
Retail dietitians can apply their knowledge and power to help shoppers focus on what they really need nutritionally and can acquire
in stores or online, even with limited resources.

various nutrients and ingredients fit into balanced eating habits. For example, a balanced diet
includes room to enjoy sugar sensibly with the 2020-2025 Dietary Guidelines for Americans
indicating “a healthy dietary pattern limits added sugars to less than 10 percent of calories per day.
Added sugars can help with preservation; contribute to functional attributes such as viscosity,
texture, body, color, and browning capability, and/or help improve the palatability of some nutrientdense foods.”
• Recognize the time is especially right in 2022 to collaborate with buying, marketing, e-commerce,
and social media teams to create compelling cases for quality private label products that give
shoppers more nutritional bang for their dollar– and track metrics and document efforts to prove
the business value of RD initiatives like these to the retail enterprise.
Which other great concepts could spring to life in your stores?
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